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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to digital video fingerprinting, and, in particular, to a method and apparatus for
generating a fingerprint from a digital representation of a piece of video content.

Background

[0002] The extensive use of video content on the Internet has led to a need for a system that allows statistics on the
use and distribution of video material to be gathered from computers and computer networks, etc. A key function of such
a system is the reliable and efficient identification of video content which might involve the separate or combined use of
metadata, digital watermarking and digital fingerprinting.
[0003] Metadata can be added to digital files of video content in order to be able to easily identify the video content
(as well as for other reasons). However, this metadata can be easily removed by (malicious) parties who do not wish
the video content to be easily identified.
[0004] Digital watermarking of video content is the process of embedding auxiliary information into a digital represen-
tation of the video content, which can later be used to identify the content. Ideally, such watermarking of video content
should be imperceptible to a viewer and robust to any editing or transcoding that the video might undergo (as well as
being difficult for a user to simply remove the watermark). The design of robust and imperceptible digital watermarking
techniques is challenging and has attracted much research effort. The metadata and watermarking approaches have a
number of drawbacks. There is the need for insertion of a watermark or metadata in all possible versions of the signal.
Then, even if every media file were to originally include such identification data, the techniques are vulnerable to tampering
and files could be "unlocked". Once unlocked, metadata and watermarking techniques cannot be used to re-identify
data, so that content could be distributed and used without risk of detection.
[0005] Digital fingerprinting refers to a method of identifying and matching digital files based on digital properties of
those files. Representing a large data item, such as piece of digital video content, by a relatively small digital fingerprint
allows for the efficient identification of copies. The fingerprinting process first requires the analysis of digital video content
of interest to build an indexed database of digital fingerprints. A query signal may then be analysed by the extraction of
a query fingerprint (from the query signal) and the comparison of that fingerprint with the database of known digital
fingerprints. Digital fingerprinting may be performed on properties of the raw data file, but such techniques are not robust
to the effects of processes such as transcoding, resampling and re-editing. However, more robust performance may be
achieved by basing the digital fingerprints on properties of the underlying video, such as trends in luminance, color, pixel
positioning and visual attention.
[0006] Digital fingerprinting on properties of the video content has the advantage over metadata and watermarking
that no auxiliary data needs to be added to the digital files. These files cannot then be "unlocked" without significantly
changing properties of the underlying video content. Even then, such changes might be rendered ineffective by suitably
upgraded fingerprint profiles. Such "future proofing" is a significant advantage of the use of digital fingerprinting for video
content identification.
[0007] Digital fingerprinting techniques should be reliable, robust and efficient. Reliable means that the process used
to generate and compare fingerprints should be such that a fingerprint extracted from an unknown signal is reliably
associated with the correct indexed fingerprint if it is present in the indexed database of digital fingerprints. Robust means
that reliability should not be seriously affected by transcoding, re-sampling, re-editing, etc of the video signal. Finally,
efficient means that the computational complexity of both the calculation of the query fingerprint and of performing the
database comparison must be kept to practical limits (in addition the size of the database should be kept to a practical
size, although, since the size of the database is likely to affect the complexity of performing a comparison, this may be
a corollary of the database comparison constraint). Most research to date of which the Applicant is aware has focused
on reliability and robustness aspects of digital fingerprinting, with analysis performed in the pixel domain. Such analysis
requires the decoding of the video content, which, most especially for the latest compression techniques such as H.264,
has significant processing implications. The complexity of decoding the video content can restrict the practical application
of pixel-based fingerprinting for video identification, particularly where storage and processing limitations apply.
[0008] US 2006/0187358 describes a digital video content fingerprinting system which has improved efficiency com-
pared to systems in which analysis is performed in the pixel domain. In this system only a very crude decoding is
performed to obtain "DC images" (which approximately comprise frames of macroblock resolution only where the lumi-
nosity assigned to each macroblock corresponds approximately to the average luminosity of the "actual" pixels within
that macro block (by "actual" it is meant the pixels that would result from doing a full and proper decoding of the compressed
video content)). Although the DC image frames which result from this crude decoding are indeed very crude, it is sufficient
to obtain a useful fingerprint and the amount of processing required to perform the crude decoding is much less than
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would be required to perform a full decoding to get to the pixel level.
[0009] Ramaswamy and Rao "Video authentication for H.264/AVC using digital signature standard and secure hash
algorithm", proceedings of the 16th Annual International workshop on network and operating systems support for digital
audio and video, Nossdav 2006, XP002620466 describes a method of generating a digital signature for a piece of digital
video which is computationally efficient, will detect even small tampering to the video and including various spatial and
temporal manipulations of the video and can also point out the reason for an authentication failure if the video has been
tampered with (including the group of pictures within which the tampering has been detected). It operates by taking
certain coefficients (e.g. the DC coefficient and the first two AC coefficients) of every coded macroblock in every frame
- i.e. without selecting a set of identified macroblocks satisfying a threshold criterion (with some macroblocks failing the
threshold criterion and thus not being selected). In this way, any tampering of the video should be detected.
[0010] Shahabuddin et al "Compressed-domain temporal adaptation-resilient watermarking for H.264 video authen-
tication" Multimedia and Expo, 2009 - ICME 2009 - IEEE Int. Conference on, IEEE, Piscataway, NJ, USA 28 June 2009
pages 17-52-1755, XP031511116 describes a watermarking system in which a robust watermark is inserted into a
digitally encoded piece of video so that the video can later be identified by recovering the watermark form the watermarked
piece of digitally encoded content.
[0011] Saadi et al "Combined fragile watermark and digital signature for H.264/AVC video authentication" Proceedings
of the 2009 European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO-2009) pages 1799-1803 XP002620467 describes a
method of generating a digital signature and then inserting it into the video as a fragile watermark. The method of
generating the digital signature is the same as in the Ramaswamy and Rao paper identified above.

Summary of the Invention

[0012] According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of generating a digital video
fingerprint from a piece of digitally encoded video content, as defined in appended claim 1.
[0013] Preferably, the threshold criterion is associated with the magnitude of the quantized transform coefficients (e.g.
Direct Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients) of macroblocks or parts of macroblocks by forming a test value which
depends upon the magnitude of the quantized transform coefficients whereby macroblocks having high quantized trans-
form coefficients (and consequently high test values) are more likely to satisfy the threshold criterion (i.e. the threshold
value needs to be exceeded by the test value, rather than the test value being below the threshold value). The test value
could be formed from the average quantized transform coefficient value associated with a particular macro block or from
the maximum coefficient value associated with the macro block or it could be a value which depends upon both the
average and the maximum etc. The test value could then be compared with either a static threshold value (which could
apply (i.e. be equal) across a single frame or a group of frames or it could be a universal static value across all video
sequences to be fingerprinted). Alternatively a relative threshold could be used such that the macroblocks whose test
values fall within a certain upper percentile of the total set of test values generated for each macroblock being considered
(again possibly associated with just a single frame or a single group of frames or of all frames being considered for use
in forming a single fingerprint) (e.g. the macroblocks whose test values fall within the top tenth percentile of such values)
could be identified. Alternatively some sort of hybrid approach could be adopted wherein the top (e.g. tenth) percentile
(of macroblocks within a given frame or group of frames, etc.) is chosen so long as their test value exceeds some
predefined minimum absolute or relative test value (relative to say a group of frames), or alternatively the top say 5%
of macroblocks is selected per frame and then additionally, of the macroblocks which have not already been selected
as part of the top 5% of any given frame, those macroblocks having the highest test values are additionally selected
perhaps until some desired total number of macroblocks has been selected or until the test value falls below a specified
absolute threshold value, etc.
[0014] Thus the step of identifying a set of residual macroblocks per frame whose transform coefficients satisfy a
threshold criterion preferably includes the (sub-)steps of generating a test value for each macroblock which depends
upon the magnitudes of the quantized transform coefficients associated with that macroblock and comparing the test
value against a threshold value and identifying the macroblock as satisfying the threshold criterion if the test value
exceeds the threshold value. Note that even where the threshold test involves identifying the top xth percentile, this can
be equated to (i.e. it may be considered mathematically equivalent to) identifying the threshold value which would result
in the top xth percentile macroblocks being selected and then comparing each test value with that threshold value - in
other words, the wording "comparing the test value against a threshold value" is intended to cover algorithms for identifying
the top xth percentile of test values within a group of values even if the algorithm employed to achieve this works without
making such a comparison directly (e.g. it just iteratively identifies the macroblocks with the highest test values until it
has identified the top xth percentile of such values, etc.). The wording is also intended to apply to other processes which
can be mathematically equated to identifying a test value and comparing it with a threshold value even if additional
processes are also involved - e.g. if a combination of different approaches is used as discussed above. Also note that
the test value may in some cases by a vector of values rather than a single value. In such a case comparison of the test
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vector of values with a threshold value (which might also therefore be a vector of values) might involve identifying test
vectors which are not dominated by the threshold vector, etc.
[0015] Preferably, the step of selecting a group of frames of the encoded video content includes identifying a group
of frames such that a digital video fingerprint generated therefrom has high levels of robustness and reliability. Preferably
this is performed by generating fingerprints from a plurality of different groups of frames of the encoded video and then
ascertaining the degree of match found between each of this plurality of different groups of frames with a respective
fingerprint generated from a corresponding group of frames taken from an encoding of the same video content using a
different encoding method (e.g. at a different encoding rate and/or quality level associated, for example, with a different
quantization parameter). Alternatively an automatic classifier such as a neural network could be trained using for example
test data in which the above mentioned method has been used to identify the best group of frames to use and then used
to try to identify optimum groups of frames to use based only on information available from a single encoding of the
video content to be fingerprinted, etc.
[0016] Note that this method is clearly distinguished from US 2006/0187358 at least because in US 2006/0187358
there is no teaching of using the residual macroblocks for doing thresholding, etc. Use of residual macroblocks is
advantageous for two reasons: firstly a large part of the processing required to perform decoding is associated with
converting residual macroblocks to non-residual macroblocks; and secondly, whatever encoding process is used, it is
likely that the same (hard to predict) macroblocks will yield high valued residual macroblocks and so the method is robust
to different types of encoding processes being used (e.g. if a piece of football content (e.g. Football Video 001) is encoded
with a first encoding process (e.g. an Open Source H.264 encoder such as FFmpg) and a reference digital fingerprint
is taken from this and then the same video content (Football Video 001) is encoded using say a proprietary H.264 encoder
(e.g. the Microsoft Media Foundation H.264 video encoder) and is used to obtain a query fingerprint, then there should
be no difficulty in the fingerprints being successfully matched to one another). Similarly, the fingerprinting may even be
robust to encoding mechanisms based on alternative encoding standards such as H. 263 and H.261. In general, so long
as the same macroblocks are processed by the encoder and so long as some sort of residual macroblocks are generated
by the encoder, there is a good chance that a match will be made between a target and source video encoding of a
certain piece of video.
[0017] The present invention thus permits digital fingerprinting to be carried out in the DCT domain (i.e. without having
to decode the video fully into the pixel domain). Parsing of the encoded video data needs to be performed to identify
transform coefficients associated with residual macroblocks, but the more complex decoding of the video pixels is
avoided. It should be noted that the present invention positively desires to use residual macroblocks (i.e. macroblocks
corresponding to the difference between an actual macroblock to be encoded and a reference macroblock available to
both the encoder and the decoder). However, not all macroblocks will be residual macroblocks. For example, within an
I-frame no other frames are referenced. This means that only intra frame prediction may be used and thus many mac-
roblocks will be non-residual macroblocks (or at least because only prediction of MBs from other MBs already encoded
within that frame is permitted, the efficiency of prediction is typically lower, leading to higher residual energy). It may
therefore be advantageous to avoid using I-frames in the sequence of frames selected for generating a fingerprint, or
simply to ignore any such frames appearing in the selected sequence. However, provided the number of non-residual
macroblocks in the selected sequence is small relative to the number of residual macroblocks in that sequence, the
effect of having (some) non-residual macroblocks in the selected sequence may be sufficiently small that they can simply
be included in the derived fingerprint. i.e. the fingerprint generator may treat residual and non-residual macroblocks in
the same way.
[0018] Preferably, the fingerprint comprises a number of sets of macroblocks (or macroblock identities) for which
different threshold criteria are satisfied. For example it could comprise a set of macroblocks whose transform coefficients
indicate a high level of horizontal spatial energy together with a set of macroblocks (or macroblock identities) whose
transform coefficients indicate a high level of vertical spatial energy, or some other combination. Preferably the transform
coefficients may be divided into different groups and the fingerprint may comprise a set of macroblocks (or macroblock
identities) having respective groups of transform coefficients satisfy threshold criteria.
[0019] According to a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of identifying a digitally
encoded and compressed piece of unknown video content as defined in appended claim 5.
[0020] It may be desirable to supplement the method of the second aspect of the present invention with additional
confirmation methods. For example, a pixel domain based automatic comparison method could be used to provide a
greater degree of confirmation that the identification performed by the method of the second aspect of the present
invention is accurate, or a manual method could be employed whereby a human user views the unknown video content
and compares it with the known video content which has been identified as a match by the method of the second aspect
of the present invention.
[0021] According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided a digitally encoded video fingerprinting
system as defined in appended claim 8.
[0022] Preferably, the system of the third aspect of the present invention is operable to receive a data file comprising
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an unknown digital video in encoded form, and to iteratively generate a series of test fingerprints and to compare each
test fingerprint with every fingerprint stored in the database, until either all of the generated test fingerprints have been
compared with the fingerprints contained in the fingerprint database without a match having been found, or until a match
is found, wherein the system determines that a match has been found in the event that the fingerprint comparator module
determines that the similarity score exceeds a predetermined threshold of similarity.
[0023] Further aspects of the present invention relate to an apparatus a defined in appended claim 6, as well as to
processor implementable instructions as defined in appended claim 9, and to carrier means carrying such processor
implementable instructions as defined in appended claim 10.

Brief description of the drawings

[0024] In order that the present invention may be better understood, embodiments thereof will now be described, by
way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a digitally encoded video fingerprinting system according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a flowchart of a method performed by the system of Figure 1 in order to create, update, maintain, etc.,
a fingerprint database for use in identifying unknown digitally encoded video sequences;

Figure 3 is a flowchart of a method performed by the system of Figure 1 in order to attempt to identify input unknown
digitally encoded video sequences;

Figure 4 is a schematic block diagram of a DPCM/DCT encoder;

Figure 5 is a schematic block diagram of a DPCM/DCT decoder which is employed in the system of Figure 1;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of an H.264 Macroblock structure comprising 16x16 pixels divided into 16 sub-
blocks of 4x4 pixels each;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the 4x4 DCT basis functions of H.264;

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating how the DCT information for each 16x16 pixel macroblock may be
represented according to the H.264 protocol;

Figure 9 is schematic diagram illustrating how the set, T1av(n,m) of averaged basis function weights associated
with a macroblock may be partitioned to indicate useful properties of the residual signal and hence of the video
sequence associated with that signal;

Figure 10 is a schematic illustration of a frame from a video sequence and an expanded portion which shows the
totalised averaged basis function weights, T(n,m), for respective macroblocks in the frame overlaid over their re-
spective macroblocks;

Figure 11 is a schematic illustration similar to Figure 10 in which only the macroblocks whose associated totalised
averaged basis function weights are within the top tenth percentile have their totalised averaged basis function
weights overlaid thereover;

Figure 12 is a graph showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from a single frame of a
video sequence called "foot_4" and a plurality of query video sequences (including the video sequence foot_4);

Figure 13 is a graph showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from a single frame of the
video sequence called "foot _4" and query video sequences "foot_4" and "foot_1.5" - the video sequence foot_1.5
being of the same video footage as that of foot_4 but encoded at a different rate of encoding (at 1.5 Mbit/s instead
of the 4Mbit/s at which foot_4 is encoded);

Figure 14 is a graph showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from 25 frames of a video
sequence called "foot_4" and a plurality of query video sequences (including the video sequence foot_4);
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Figure 15 is a graph showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from 25 frames of the video
sequence called "foot_4" and query video sequences "foot_4" and "foot_1.5";

Figure 16 is a graph showing the degree of match between a 25 frame fingerprint taken at different starting positions
(i.e. starting frame number of the 25 frame sequence) from foot_4 and a corresponding fingerprint taken at the same
starting frame number position from the sequence foot_1.5;

Figure 17 is a graph showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from 25 frames of the video
sequence "foot_4" starting at frame number 178 and a plurality of query video sequences (including the video
sequence foot_1.5); and

Figure 18 is a graph similar to Figure 17 showing the degree of match between a target fingerprint obtained from
25 frames of the video sequence "foot_4" but starting at frame number 101 and a plurality of query video sequences
(including the video sequence foot_1.5).

Detailed Description of Specific Embodiments of the Present Invention

Overview of First Embodiment

[0025] Figure 1 illustrates a fingerprinting system 1 according to a first embodiment of the present invention. The
system 1 comprises a fingerprint database 5 and a video processing sub-system 10. The video processing sub-system
10 includes an interface 12, a processor 14 and a memory 20. The memory 20 stores processor instruction sets (i.e.
software) as well as working data in the normal manner for computer systems. As would be expected it contains a large
amount of standard software (e.g. the operating system and associated software components, etc.) which is not explicitly
illustrated in Figure 1 nor is it discussed further here since it is not pertinent to the present invention. However, in addition
to the standard software components, the memory 20 additionally stores the processor instructions which implement
the following four functional modules which are pertinent to the present invention: an overall control module 22, a
fingerprint sequence selection module 24, a fingerprint calculation 26 and a fingerprint comparator module 28.
[0026] A more detailed description of the functionality of each of these modules is given in more detail below when
discussing the various operations performed by the system 1. However, in overview, the overall control module 22 is
operable to provide the overall control of the operation of the sub-system 10 in general, calling upon the services of the
other three modules 24, 26, 28 as necessary. In particular, it provides a user interface to permit a user to control the
mode of operation of the sub-system and it oversees the transfer of data through the interface 12 generally. It also
controls the mode of operation of the sub-system 10 (in particular allowing the sub-system 10 to switch between a first
mode of operation in which fingerprints are generated in respect of known pieces of video content and then used to
populate the fingerprint database 5, and a second mode of operation in which an unknown piece of encoded video is
provided to the sub-system for analysis and to see if a match can be found with a known piece of video content from
the fingerprint database 5.
[0027] Similarly, in overview, the fingerprint sequence selection module 24 is responsible for performing a partial
decoding of the encoded video data (the reason for this is explained in greater detail below) and for selecting and then
outputting sequences of frames within the encoded video data being analysed for consumption by the fingerprint calcu-
lation module 26 (which then generates a fingerprint from the sequence). The sequence selection module 24 can operate
in a number of different ways. For example, when the sub-system 10 is operating in its first mode of operation (i.e.
analysing a known piece of video content) the selection module 24 conveniently searches for an optimum sequence
and returns just that.
[0028] However, when the sub-system 10 is operating in the second mode of operation (i.e. trying to match an unknown
piece of video content to a known piece of video content whose fingerprint is stored in the database 5) the sequence
selection module 24 generates a series of sequences. In the present embodiment, the fingerprint sequence selection
module 24 when operating in the second mode of operation simply selects every possible sequence of the appropriate
(target) length (e.g. using a sliding window technique). This is appropriate in the present embodiment because of the
complexity of the process used to identify an optimum sequence when operating in the first mode of operation.
[0029] Note however that in alternative embodiments, a less complex algorithm could be employed to identify an
"optimum" sequence in which case the fingerprint selection module could be arranged to select sequences which are
reasonable candidates (according to the criteria used when it is operating in the above described mode of operation
where it simply selects an optimum sequence - the exact criteria used in the present embodiment are explained in greater
detail below).
[0030] Such multiple reasonable candidates could then be output by the module either in the order in which they
appear in the encoded video content being analysed or in an order of optimality or reasonableness. Instead of selecting
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and outputting sequences of frames of exactly the length required for the fingerprint calculation module 26 (the target
sequence length), the sequence selection module may initially at least select super sequences of frames which are
longer than the target length (target plus margin length super-sequences). These target plus margin length sequences
can then be either provided as they are to the fingerprint calculation module for it to do its own sliding window technique,
or the sequence selection module 24 could perform its own sliding window technique to output all sequences of the
target length which are contained in the target plus margin length super-sequence. The target plus margin length super-
sequence may possibly be centred on an optimum sub-sequence of the target length within the target plus margin
sequence. Where two sequences, which are classified as being reasonable and are therefore initially at least selected,
overlap, the selection means preferably combines these sequences into an extended super-sequence and either outputs
this extended super-sequence directly or else outputs every sequence of the target length contained in the extended
super-sequence using a sliding window approach, etc.
[0031] The fingerprint calculation module 26 generally takes a sequence of frames of (partially) encoded video data
provided by the fingerprint sequence selection module 24 and processes these so as to generate a "fingerprint". In the
present embodiment, the fingerprint itself comprises a number (in this case four) of sets of identities of macroblocks
which satisfy (or, as is actually done in the present embodiment, whose decoded transform coefficients satisfy) some
predefined criterion. In the present embodiment, the predetermined criteria relate to different groups of the decoded
transform coefficients of a given macroblock. In the present embodiment, the four criteria used for each of the four sets
of macroblock identities are whether a particular sub-set of the quantized transform coefficients (in particular of the
averaged quantized transform coefficients T1av(n,m) - for a definition of which, see below) of a given macroblock sum
up to above a predefined threshold, the sub-sets of the coefficients being the complete set of coefficients, the coefficients
associated with predominantly horizontal spatial frequency, the coefficients associated with predominantly vertical spatial
frequency and the (single) coefficient associated with "DC" - these components are described in greater detail below
with reference to Figure 9).
[0032] Note that in order to derive the transform coefficients from the encoded video content, it is necessary to do a
partial decoding of the encoded video. The decoding involves performing an entropy decode and inverse quantization.
In the present embodiment, these decoding steps are performed by a conventional decoder. In the present embodiment
this is formed as software code which is part of the fingerprint sequence selection module code means 24. However, it
could be located in other parts of the sub-system 10 (e.g. at least part of the decoding functionality could be provided
in the fingerprint calculation module code means 26 or it could be a stand-alone module with which the other illustrated
modules interact, or it could formed substantially externally to the sub-system 10 altogether in which case the sub-system
10 would only process partially decoded video content, especially if specialised hardware adapted to performing video
decoding is employed for this purpose, etc.).
[0033] When the sub-system 1 is operating in the first principal mode of operation, the calculated fingerprint is stored
in the database 5 together with the (known) identity of the video content from which the fingerprint has been calculated.
However, when operating in the second principal mode of operation, the overall control module 22 causes the calculated
fingerprint to be passed to the fingerprint comparator module 28 for comparison with the fingerprints stored in the
fingerprint database 5.
[0034] The fingerprint comparator module 28 is operable to compare an input fingerprint (provided to it by the overall
control module 22 after calculation by the fingerprint calculation module 26) with each fingerprint stored in the fingerprint
database 5 looking for a correlation or match. If a match is found it reports this to the overall control module 22. In
alternative embodiments it may report if more than one possible match is found with associated levels of correlation so
the overall control module may take appropriate action (e.g. reporting all possible matches to a user or selecting one or
some as most likely and disregarding the others based on the reported correlation scores, etc.).
[0035] In the present embodiment, correlation is determined simply by finding the total number of matching macroblocks
in each corresponding set of macroblock identities (for example, if the set of the identities of macroblocks, in respect of
the first frame of one fingerprint, whose coefficients associated with predominantly horizontal spatial frequency exceed
some predefined threshold, contain 10 macroblock identities which are also present in the corresponding set (i.e. relating
to coefficients associated with predominantly horizontal spatial frequency and in respect of the first frame of the fingerprint)
then the total correlation score would be incremented by 10. Optionally this (i.e. the total correlation score) can be
normalised by, for example, dividing the final figure by the total number of macroblock identities contained in one of the
fingerprints (e.g. the target fingerprint extracted from the fingerprint database).
[0036] In alternative embodiments, different correlation techniques could be used. For example some sort of machine
learning algorithm (for example an artificial neural network) could be employed to generate a correlation score.
[0037] Referring now to Figure 2, a method for generating a fingerprint sequence from an input known piece of video
in a digitally encoded and compressed format using the system of Figure 1 is now described. This describes the operation
of the system 1 in its first mode of operation. The method commences at step S5 with a known video sequence, together
with a video identifier identifying the known video sequence, being entered into the sub-system 10 via the interface 12.
The method then proceeds to step S10 in which a fingerprint frame sequence is selected (by the fingerprint sequence
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selection module 24); the full details of this process are discussed in greater detail below, but in overview, the input
video is partially decoded to generate a sequence of residual frames (see below) and then these are processed to identify
an optimum sequence of frames of a predetermined length (in terms of number of frames) and then the selected sequence
is output. The precise measure of optimaility employed by the present embodiment is described below but the main
thrust is to identify a sequence having strong robustness to the precise method of encoding used to encode the video
sequence being considered.
[0038] Upon completion of step S10, the method proceeds to step S15 in which a fingerprint is calculated based on
the sequence output by the preceding step. In the present embodiment, this is performed by the fingerprint calculation
module 26.
[0039] Upon completion of step S15, the method proceeds to step S20 in which the calculated fingerprint is stored in
the fingerprint database 5 together with the originally input video identifier. The method then proceeds to step S25 in
which it is checked if there are more known video’s to be processed. If so, the method returns to step S5, otherwise the
method ends.
[0040] Referring now to Figure 3, there is now described a method of operation of the system 1 in order to try to identify
a piece of unknown compressed video by generating one or more fingerprints from the unknown video and comparing
this or these with fingerprints stored in the fingerprint database to look for a match. This method is that of the system 1
when operating in the second mode of operation. The method described now is a fairly simple method for operating the
system in the second mode of operation; alternative embodiments could employ more sophisticated methods with a
concomitant increase in complexity and processing required etc.
[0041] The method commences with step S30 in which an unknown compressed video sequence is input to the sub-
system 10 via the interface 12.
[0042] The method then proceeds to step S35 in which a fingerprint frame sequence is selected. In the present
embodiment, this is done by the fingerprint sequence selection module. In the present embodiment, the fingerprint
sequence selection module is configured to always generate a sequence of the same number of frames. This is a
straightforward simple approach for providing corresponding fingerprints for comparison purposes where the frame rate
of the video sequences being processed is always the same (i.e. for both the known and the unknown video sequences).
[0043] This simple approach ignores a potential complexity which is that video sequences may not always be encoded
at the same frame rate. In such a case, for the present embodiment to function correctly it would be necessary to first
process the unknown input video to obtain (i.e. to convert it to) the correct frame rate (tools exist which can perform this
function though the processing cost would negate the main (low processing) benefits of the present invention so it is not
an ideal solution). Alternative embodiments could provide a number of different systems like system 1 each of which is
used to process video at just one particular frame rate. It would be possible to generate many different versions of a
single known piece of video at different frame rates in order to populate these different systems with multiple versions
of the same known piece of video at different frame rates (this would require a large amount of initial pre-processing but
would be a better solution in terms of the processing cost of performing a match). When an unknown video piece is
received by such a system it can either be analysed to identify the frame rate (probably the better solution, especially
where the frame rate is explicitly given in the received piece of unknown video - e.g. as part of the meta data of the file),
or it can just be tested against each different frame rate sub-system.
[0044] A further alternative (more sophisticated) embodiment could generate the fingerprint just for one version of the
known video, but would explicitly store together with the fingerprint and the video ID this frame rate. If an unknown
compressed video file is received it is analysed to determine its correct frame rate (this may be specified as part of its
meta data for example - e.g. as a property of the file) then a more sophisticated algorithm could generate a fingerprint
sequence whose "duration" (i.e. number of frames divided by frame rate) equals the duration of the stored fingerprint
sequence that it is to be compared against and frames which do not closely correspond with frames in the other sequence
could be ignored - e.g. if the known finger print was calculated on a video stream having twice the frame rate of the
unknown video stream, every alternate "frame" in the known fingerprint could be ignored such that the final fingerprints
being compared correspond with each other; this solution would require no additional pre-processing and considerably
less processing at run time than converting the unknown video into a different frame rate.
[0045] There is a similar potential complexity associated with the possibility of video sequences having differing res-
olutions and being cropped to different degrees etc. These are discussed in more detail below, but in principle it will be
apparent that they can be tackled in a similar way using similar strategies to those described above with respect to
differing frame rates.
[0046] Upon completion of step S35, the method proceeds to step S40 in which a fingerprint is calculated (by the
fingerprint calculation module 26) based on the sequence of (partially decoded) frames selected in step S35.
[0047] Upon completion of step S40, the method proceeds to step S45 in which the fingerprint calculated in the
preceding step is compared (by the fingerprint comparator module 28) with all of the fingerprints stored in the fingerprint
database 5. The method then proceeds to step S50 in which it is determined whether or not a match (or matches) was
(were) found. If so, the method proceeds to step S55 in which the identity (identities) of the video(s) whose fingerprint(s)
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matched are output (under the control of the overall control module 22) and then the method ends. If on the other hand
it is determined at step S50 that no match was found, then the method proceeds to step S60.
[0048] At step S60, it is determined whether or not there are more possible fingerprint frame sequences to select from
the received unknown video. If there are no more appropriate sequences to select, then the method proceeds to step
S65 in which it is output (by the overall control module 22) that the received video has not been successfully matched
to any of the known videos contained in the fingerprint database 5, and then the method ends.
[0049] If on the other hand it is determined at step S60 that there are more possible sequences to select, then the
method proceeds to step S70 in which a previously unselected video sequence is selected and then the method loops
back to step S40 to calculate a new trial fingerprint based on the newly selected sequence. Note that in view of the
nature of the fingerprint (which is discussed below) if the new sequence overlaps with the previous sequence, then the
calculation of the fingerprint for the new sequence can be based to an extent (which depends on the extent of the overlap)
on the previous fingerprint. This is discussed below when considering the sliding window approach.

Fingerprint Calculation employed in the First Embodiment

[0050] The compressed-domain fingerprinting technique of the first embodiment applies to the widely used Differential-
Pulse-Code-Modulation/Discrete-Cosine-Transform (DPCM/DCT) hybrid structure used in various forms since the early
1990s in standards such as H.261, H.263 and H.264. Figure 4 shows a schematic block representation of a DPCM/DCT
encoder 40 and Figure 5 illustrates a corresponding decoder 50. The encoder 40 is typified by the following steps:
Analysis of the raw video frames in rectangular blocks of pixels or macroblocks.
Pixel domain prediction of macroblocks to remove spatial and temporal correlation. Transform of predicted macroblocks
(commonly 2-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)).
Quantization of transform coefficients.
Entropy coding of information for transmission.
[0051] Thus the encoder 40 includes a subtractor 41 in which an input macroblock of video has a "predicted" version
of the preceding frame subtracted to provide a "difference" frame. This difference frame is then passed to a transform
module in which the difference frame is transformed (using in the present embodiment a 2-Dimensional Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT). The output transform co-efficients are then passed to a quantizer module 43 which quantizes the
transform co-efficients as discussed below. Finally, the quantized transform co-efficients are entropy encoded at an
entropy encoder module 44 and then the encoded video is transmitted. In order to generate a predicted frame which is
provided to the adder 41, a copy of the quantized transform co-efficients (prior to entropy encoding) is also passed to
an inverse quantizer 45 and then an inverse transform module 46 (these correspond identically so far as possible to the
equivalent structures (55 and 56) in the decoder at the other end of the transmission circuit (comprising encoder 40,
decoder 50 and intermediate transmission medium). The output of the inverse transform module 46 should be the
difference between the input macroblock and the predicted macroblock from the preceding frame; this is then added at
adder 47 to a copy of the predicted video macroblock which was initially subtracted from the input video macroblock at
subtractor 41, thus generating a new predicted macroblock which is stored in a buffer and predict module 48 until it is
needed when processing a new macroblock for which the stored predicted macroblock is selected as the best match.
[0052] The decoder 50 shown in Figure 5 comprises an entropy decoder 54 (which seeks to reverse the entropy
encoding performed by the entropy encoder 44), an inverse quantizer 55 (which seeks to reverse the quantization
performed by the quantizer 43) and an inverse transform module 56 (which seeks to reverse the transform performed
by the transform module 42 - i.e. to transform the residual transform co-efficients back to (residual) pixels in the pixel
domain). It also includes an adder 57 and a buffer and predict module 58. The buffer and predict module 58 supplies a
reference macroblock to add to the residual pixels generated by the inverse transform module 56 and this provides the
received and decoded macroblock. A copy of this is also stored in the buffer and predict module 58 for possible further use.
[0053] The pixel domain prediction of macroblocks involves the selection of a "best match" for a target macroblock
from a buffer (48, 58) of reference frames and the subtraction of the "best match" from the target (at subtractor 41) to
give a residual macroblock of lesser energy. This process produces a residual macroblock of lesser energy and with
predictable image features removed. The residual signal will typically retain aspects of the more unpredictable image
features such as evolving or revealed objects, moving edges and changing texture.
[0054] The residual macroblocks are then transformed (at transform module 42) into another domain prior to quanti-
zation (at quantizer module 43) to take advantage of further levels of decorrelation. As is typically the case, in the present
embodiment, processing is performed in a combination of 1 luminance and 2 chrominance coefficients, with luminance
resolution twice that of both the chrominance. All following consideration is limited to the luminance domain for ease of
understanding.
[0055] The 2-dimensional DCT is used and (as specified for H.264) a 16x16-pixel residual macroblock is transformed
using a set of 16 4x4 2-D DCTs. Figure 6 shows the transform process for a 16x16 pixel macroblock in H.264, with each
4x4 16-pixel sub-block producing a corresponding 4x4 16-coefficient transform sub-block. The coefficients resulting from
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a 2-dimensional 4x4 DCT may be considered as weights of the set of basis patterns shown in Figure 7. The original
block of residual pixels may be reconstructed by combining all the corresponding weighted basis patterns.
[0056] The transform coefficients must then be quantized, typically using a scalar quantizer, in a trade-off of distortion
with compression rate. The quantization process is controlled by a step-size factor that determines the precision of
quantization and which may be adapted to control the instantaneous bit-rate of the encoder 40. The transform-quantization
process is designed to remove perceptually less significant near-zero transform values by mapping them to zero, which
adds significantly to the efficiency of the (entropy) encoding process.
[0057] The final stage of the encoding process is the efficient (entropy) encoding of all the information symbols required
for transmission to the decoder 50. This includes the quantized transform coefficients, quantization step-size(s) and
macroblock prediction information. Entropy coding techniques utilize correlation in these symbols to gain efficiency as
is well known in the art.

Compressed-domain fingerprinting

[0058] The fingerprint calculation method of the present embodiment uses transform coefficients recovered from the
encoded bitstream by applying the entropy decoding and inverse quantization functions (provided by modules 54 and
55 respectively) of the decoder 50. This corresponds to the signal as it is at points 100 and 200 indicated in Figures 4
and 5 respectively (i.e. between modules 45 and 46 in Figure 4 and between modules 55 and 56 in Figure 5). The
entropy decoding and inverse quantization functions are of relatively low complexity compared to the rest of the decoder
50, since no inverse DCT transformation is required and no operations are required to be performed in the image pixel
domain. For an H.264 compressed stream, DCT information for each 16x16-pixel macroblock may be represented as
shown in Figure 8.
[0059] In Figure 8, T(n) represents the set of decoded transform coefficients for frame n (extracted as signals (100)
and (200) from Figures 4 and 5 respectively) and T1(n,m) the set of decoded transform coefficients for macroblock m
of frame n. The set T consists of M sets of transform data T1 according to equation (1) below, one set for each of the
M macroblocks in the frame. Each macroblock set T1 consists of 16 sets of coefficients T2 according to equation (2)
below, where each set T2 is made up of the 16 individual transform coefficients t according to equation (3) below. 

[0060] To make the transform information more manageable, a set of macroblock averages T1av may be defined
according to equations (4) and (5) below, where corresponding coefficients from the 16 transform sets T2(n,m,1..16)
within a macroblock are averaged. 

[0061] T1av(n,m) therefore represents a set of averaged basis function weights that reflects the power and nature of
the residual signal for macroblock m of frame n. Figure 9 shows how the set of coefficients within T1av may be partitioned
to indicate useful properties of the residual signal. A measure of horizontal spatial frequency content H(n,m) may be
calculated according to Equation (6) below and vertical according to Equation (7) below. 
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[0062] Set S1 defines the set of basis functions with predominantly horizontal spatial frequency with indexes j=2,3,4,7,8
and 12 and set S2 vertical spatial frequencies with indexes 5, 9 10, 13, 14 and 15. Other useful measures are a total
measure T(n,m) and DC measure DC(n,m) calculated according to Equations (8) and (9) respectively, with set S3
including all transform coefficients (1-16).

[0063] The measures H, V, T and DC may be used to build up a map of features present in the residual signal and
Figure 10 shows (in the expanded portion) text values (e.g. 39, 88, 87, etc.) of T(n,m) over a schematic representation
of the intensity pixels of the corresponding decoded image for a frame from a "Football" sequence. The "Football"
sequence was compressed using H.264 compression with a variable Quantization Parameter value chosen to achieve
a target output bit rate without causing buffer overflow (during hard content) or underflow (during easy content) and an
encoding pattern I,P,B,B,P,B,B,P, .. ,I with an I-frame interval of 24. Areas of high DCT activity in Fig. 10 are indicated
by high text values and correspond to unpredictable image features such as evolving or revealed objects, moving edges
and changing texture.
[0064] A set of the macroblocks with the highest activity may be obtained by applying filtering according to Equations
(10) and (11) below. 

[0065] In (10), set TF(n) has elements tf with amplitudes of T(n,m) for macroblock positions from the set MTF(n). In
(11), set MTF(n) is defined as the macroblocks from analysis set M(n) that give a value of T greater than threshold
ThreshTF(n). This method can also be applied to define horizontal, vertical and DC filtered sets according to Equations
(12) to (17) below. Note that the analysis set M(n) could be the entire set of Macroblocks within frame n; however, the
analysis set M(n) could also be some sub-set of this. For example the analysis set could exclude all of the macroblocks
within a 4 macroblock margin around the periphery of each frame to achieve a sort of cropped effect. By adjusting the
analysis set used, it is possible to accommodate the effects of video sequences having been cropped to different degrees
by different encoding processes etc.
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[0066] The thresholds may be adapted on a frame-by-frame basis for each measure. In the present embodiment, the
threshold value was set for each frame and measure such that the top 10% of activity values were selected from each
frame per measure. Figure 11 shows the set TF(n) for the data T(n) shown in the expanded box of Figure 10 (for this
frame/measure values above 48 represented the top 10% of values and as such, only values greater than 48 are shown
in Figure 11).

Digital Fingerprint Signature

[0067] For a frame n, the sets TF(n), HF(n), VF(n) and DCF(n) provide information on the nature of the highest activity
regions of the residual signal. For the same source content, the absolute level of the elements of these sets will be
affected by factors such as the prediction performance (MacroBlock(MB) prediction type and encoder implementation
dependent), prefiltering of the source signal and the encoding bit rate. A degree of robustness to these variations is
desirable if these values are to provide features that are useful for digital fingerprinting. This can be achieved by using
the sets MTF(n), MVF(n), MHF(n) and MDC(n) to provide a 4-layered activity map of the frame and defining a fingerprint
set FGP(n) for frame n according to Equation (18) below. 

[0068] A sequence of successive fingerprint sets may then be used to define a temporal fingerprint signature FGPS
according to Equation (19) below, where NFGPS defines the set of frames over which the signature is calculated. 

[0069] If a target fingerprint signature is defined as FGPSt covering Nt successive frames, then the constituent individual
frame fingerprints FGPt(n) may be defined according to Equation (20) below. 

[0070] For a long query signal of Kq frames, where Kq > Nt, a corresponding fingerprint signature starting at frame k
may be defined as FGPSq(k) and individual frame fingerprints may be defined according to (21). 

[0071] A search for a target digital fingerprint signature in a query signal may be achieved in the present embodiment
by performing a sliding window analysis in which the target signature FGPSt is compared with query signatures FGPSq(k)
from a sliding window of query frames (generated by the fingerprint sequence selection module 24). A window of query
frames, the same length as the target signature, is used to generate a query signature, which is then compared with the
target signature using a suitable distance measure (see below). The query window is then moved forward by one frame
and the signature comparison repeated. Note that the signature generation FGPSq(k+1) can thus be calculated (by the
Fingerprint calculation module 26) simply by removing FGPq(k) from, and adding FGPq(k+Nt) to, FGPSq(k). In the
simplest form of the present embodiment, a threshold comparison is applied to the results to indicate a possible match
to the target in the query signal. A search for the digital fingerprint signature FGPSt in a query signal is achieved by
performing a sliding window analysis according to Equations (22) and (23) below. 
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[0072] In Equation (23) above, function fgpm(Mt,Mk) returns a count of the number of coincident macroblock positions
between the sets Mt and Mk.

Results - robustness and reliability

[0073] A useful fingerprint scheme needs to offer robustness and reliability. Robustness is shown by the reliable
detection of the same source signal under different encoding conditions. Reliability is shown by a low count of "false
detection", where query content is incorrectly matched against a target signature.

Single-frame Fingerprint Reliability and Robustness

[0074] A fingerprint was derived for frame 101 of a 4Mbit/s sequence "Foot1_4" using Equations (10) and (11) above
with an activity threshold set to keep the top 10% of values of the frame (as shown in Figure 11 - note it is the top 10%
of values of the frame as a whole - Figures 10 and 11 in the expanded portion show mostly high value macroblocks and
so clearly more than 10% of the macroblocks in Figures 10 and 11 are within the top 10% of the frame as a whole which
is why they still appear in Figure 11). The fingerprint matching procedure specified in equations (22) and (23) was then
applied to compare the single frame "target" fingerprint for frame 101 with each frame (frames 1..250) of the same 8
second sequence and 5 different 8 second sequences. The resulting values of fgpmatch calculated from Equation (23)
above with the signature length Nt set to 1 are shown in Figure 12. The results show good discrimination of the target
fingerprint with a maximum other-sequence match of 35% from frame 106 of sequence "pool1_4".
[0075] A 1.5 Mbit/s encoded version of the "Foot1_4" sequence (Foot1_1.5) was included in the tests to demonstrate
the robustness of the single-frame fingerprint detection. Figure 13 compares the 4Mbit/s and 1.5 Mbit/s results and
shows a 70% match for frame 101 and 15 frames with a match >40% around frame 101.
[0076] The Football sequences Foot1_4 and Foot1_1.5 are encoded at the same size and frame-rate as one another
and the lower bit rate of Foot1_1.5 (of 1.5 Mbit/s) is achieved through use of a larger QP. These sequences are "fixed"
bit-rate encoded, where there is a target bit-rate and a fixed buffer size for the encoded bits, and the QP is varied within
and between frames in response to the buffer state. The buffer is emptied at the desired bit-rate and the QP is adjusted
to stop buffer overflow for difficult content or buffer underflow for easy content. On average the QP for the 1.5 Mbit/s
encoding is about 25 and for 4 Mbit/s is about 13.

Fingerprint Signature Reliability

[0077] A 25-frame fingerprint signature was derived for frames 101 to 125 of the 4Mbit/s sequence "Foot1_4" using
the 10% activity threshold applied above. The fingerprint matching procedure specified in Equations (22) and (23) above
was then applied to compare the 25-frame "target" fingerprint signature for frames 101-125 with a sliding 25-frame
window for the same 8 second sequence and 5 different 8 second sequences. The resulting values of fgpmatch calculated
from (23) with the signature length Nt set to 25 are shown in Figure 14. The results show improved discrimination of the
25-frame target signature over the 1-frame fingerprint with a maximum other-sequence match of 16% for sequence
"pool1_4".
[0078] A repeat of the robustness test with the 1.5 Mbit/s encoded version of the "Foot1_4" sequence demonstrates
the expected no change in robustness for the 25-frame signature as shown in Figure 15.

Signature Selection

[0079] Reliable digital fingerprinting from the transform parameters in the compressed domain of a DPCM/DCT hybrid
video codec requires the presence of strong features in the residual signal. Such features relate to the more unpredictable
image properties, such as evolving or revealed objects, moving edges and changing texture. The 25 frames (frames
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101 to 125) of the 1 second fingerprint signature tested for the 4Mbit/s "Foot1_4" sequence show footballer players
running with a football. Here, the moving players and ball against the plain (grass) background provide the strong features
required for reliable discrimination.
[0080] However, many video sequences will contain scenes or parts of scenes that contain insufficient residual features
for robust and reliable fingerprint discrimination. It is important, therefore, to select fingerprint signatures from feature-
rich points in the DCT domain video sequence. One possible technique for selecting such signatures involves the sliding
window analysis of differently encoded versions of the target sequence and this approach (which is described below) is
the one adopted in the present embodiment.
[0081] A target sequence may be analysed by first defining a sliding target signature FGPSt(m) according to Equations
(24) and (25) below. 

where N(m)FGPS defines the set of frames making up the signature for FGPSt(m).
[0082] If a target fingerprint signature covers Nt successive frames, then the constituent individual frame fingerprints
may be defined according to (25). 

where m represents the starting frame of the sliding target window.
[0083] Using the query signal signature definition of FGPSq(k) from (21), where k represents the starting frame of the
sliding signature window in the query signal, the best match for each target signature FGPSt(m) from all query signatures
FGPSq(k) may be calculated according to Equation (26) below. 

[0084] Where Kq is the number of frames in the query sequence which could comprise the entire video sequence and
Nt is the number of frames in the fingerprint only.
[0085] To extract a suitable feature-rich signature from the target sequence, the query sequence in Equations (24) to
(26) above should be set to be a different encoded version of the target sequence. Equation (26) may be simplified to
Equation (27) below, as the best match from each sequence should be aiigned. 

[0086] Equation (27) may be determined for all available starting points m in the target sequence to find the value mp
that gives the maximum value FGPMpeak of FGPM(m) where m=mp as set out in Equation 28 below.. 

[0087] The target signature that yields the highest match FGPMpeak is the one least affected by different encoding
processes (at least as regards the different encoding processes used to find FGPMpeak and is considered to contain
the strongest features for the difference measure being considered. This sequence may then be used alone or in
combination with other high scoring target signatures to represent the target sequence in future signature tests - i.e. this
is the value output by the fingerprint calculation module 26 when operating in the first mode of operation which is then
stored in the fingerprint database 5 together with the identity of the known video from which the fingerprint has been
determined.
[0088] The 4Mbit/s encoded sequence "Foot1_4" was used as a target sequence and a 1.5 Mbit/s encoded version
"Foot1_15" of the same content was used as the query sequence for the signature analysis process described above
with reference to Equations (24) to (28) above. A 25-frame fingerprint signature length and 10% activity threshold were
applied for the 8 second sequences. The resulting values of FGPM calculated from (27) are shown in Figure 16. The
results show values of FGPM >68 for starting frames 64 to 119, but <56 for starting frames over 141. This indicates that
the properties of the video from frame 141 onwards are less robust to the effects of encoding variation and are therefore
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least suited for use in building a signature.
[0089] The target signature for m=178 of "Foot1_4" gives a match value FGPM of 53% with "Foot1_15". The fingerprint
matching procedure set out above with reference to Equations (22) and (23) was applied to compare this target signature
with a sliding query window for "Foot1_15" and 5 different 1.5 Mbit/s 8 second sequences. The resulting values of
fgpmatch calculated from (23) are shown in Figure 17, with the expected peak value of 53% at frame 178 for "foot1_15"
and the highest background value of 21% for sequence ath1_15 at frame 180. The target signature for m=101 of "Foot1_4"
gives a match value FGPM of 69% with "Foot1_15". The fingerprint matching procedure for "Foot1_15" and the 5 different
1.5 Mbit/s 8 second sequences was repeated. The resulting values of fgpmatch calculated from (23) are shown in Figure
18, with the expected peak value of 69% at frame 101 for "foot1_15" and the highest background value of 16% for
sequence pool1_15 at frame 12. These results verify the value of the signature selection process described above with
reference to Equations (24) to (28) to select robust and reliable signatures from a given test sequence.
[0090] It will be apparent to the skilled person having read this specification, that the gist of the approach used in this
invention is to identify a set of macroblocks which are "difficult" to predict using normal processes for prediction (e.g.
based on corresponding macroblocks in other frames within a video sequence). Generally this would be done in an
automated process by generating a test value associated with the DCT coefficients associated with a residual macroblock
and comparing this with some sort of threshold.
[0091] The Applicant has tried to word the claims very carefully so as to capture the basic gist of the invention in such
a way that the claims are clearly distinguished from prior art systems where no such selection of difficult to predict
macroblocks is made in order to generate a fingerprint of a piece of video content.

Claims

1. A method of generating a digital video fingerprint from a piece of digitally encoded video content, the video content
having been encoded according to an encoding method which involves the generation of residual macroblocks of
pixels and the generation of quantized transform coefficients of the residual macroblocks or of portions of the residual
macroblocks, the method comprising: selecting a group of frames of the encoded video content; processing the
digitally encoded video content to obtain a set of quantized transform coefficients of residual macroblocks or portions
of residual macroblocks associated with each of the selected frames; the method characterised by identifying a
set of residual macroblocks per frame, corresponding to unpredictable image features, whose transform coefficients
satisfy a threshold criterion; and generating a digital video fingerprint for the encoded video content in dependence
upon the identified macroblocks or some property thereof within each of the selected frames.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein identifying a set of residual macroblocks per frame whose transform coef-
ficients satisfy a threshold criterion includes generating a test value in respect of each macroblock, which test value
depends upon the magnitude of the transform coefficients of the macroblock, comparing the test value of each
macroblock with a threshold value and identifying some of the macroblocks as having transform coefficients which
do satisfy the threshold criterion and some of the macroblocks as having transform coefficients which do not satisfy
the threshold criterion in dependence upon the comparison of the respective macroblocks’ test values with the
threshold value.

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein identifying a set of residual macroblocks per frame whose transform coef-
ficients satisfy a threshold criterion is a multistage process which involves comparing a test value of a macroblock
with different threshold values at different stages.

4. A method according to any preceding claim wherein the step of selecting a group of frames of the encoded video
content comprises generating fingerprints from a plurality of different groups of frames of the encoded video and
then ascertaining the degree of match found between each fingerprint derived from a respective one of this plurality
of different groups of frames with a respective fingerprint generated from a corresponding group of frames taken
from an encoding of the same video content using a different encoding method.

5. A method of identifying a digitally encoded and compressed piece of unknown video content, the method comprising:
generating a database (5) of fingerprints from a plurality of known pieces of video content using a method according
to one of claims 1 to 4; generating a fingerprint from the unknown video content using a method according to any
of claims 1 to 4 and comparing the fingerprint generated from the unknown video content with each of the fingerprints
in the database (5); and identifying the unknown piece of video content as being likely to be the known video content
whose fingerprint within the database (5) of fingerprints satisfies a similarity criterion when compared with the
fingerprint generated from the unknown video content.
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6. Apparatus (10) for generating a digital video fingerprint from a piece of digitally encoded or partially decoded video
content, the video content having been encoded according to an encoding method which involves the generation
of residual macroblocks of pixels and the generation of quantized transform coefficients of the residual macroblocks
or of portions of the residual macroblocks, the apparatus (10) comprising: a processor unit (14) and a memory unit
(20), the memory unit (20) including: fingerprint sequence selection module code means (24) for causing the appa-
ratus (10) to select a group of frames from the encoded or partially decoded video content; and characterised by
fingerprint calculation code means (26) for causing the apparatus (10) to identify a set of macroblocks per frame,
corresponding to unpredictable image features, whose residual transform coefficients satisfy a threshold criterion
and to generate a digital video fingerprint for the encoded or partially decoded video content in dependence upon
the identified macroblocks or some property thereof within each of the selected frames.

7. Apparatus (1) according to claim 6 further including a video decoder for generating partially decoded video content
from digitally encoded video content, the partially decoded video content including residual transform coefficients.

8. A digitally encoded video fingerprinting system (1) comprising: a fingerprint database (5); and a video processing
subsystem (10), the video processing subsystem (10) including: a fingerprint sequence selection module (24) which
is operable to select one or more sets of frames to be processed in order to generate a fingerprint; a fingerprint
calculation module (26) which is operable to generate a fingerprint based on a set of frames selected by the fingerprint
sequence selection module (24) using a method according to any one of claims 1-4; and a fingerprint comparator
module (28) which is operable to compare the generated fingerprint with a fingerprint extracted from the fingerprint
database (5) and to output a similarity score of the compared fingerprints.

9. Processor implementable instructions for causing an apparatus including a processor to implement the method of
any one of claims 1-5 during execution of the instructions by said processor.

10. Carrier means carrying the processor implementable instructions of claim 9.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren des Erzeugens eines digitalen Video-Fingerabdrucks von einem Stück digital codierten Videoinhalts,
wobei der Videoinhalt gemäß einem Codierungsverfahren codiert worden ist, das die Erzeugung von Restmakro-
blöcken von Pixeln und die Erzeugung von quantisierten Transformationskoeffizienten der Restmakroblöcke oder
von Teilen der Restmakroblöcke beinhaltet, das Verfahren Folgendes umfassend:

Auswählen einer Gruppe von Frames des codierten Videoinhalts;
Verarbeiten des digital codierten Videoinhalts, um einen Satz von quantisierten Transformationskoeffizienten
der Restmakroblöcke oder von Teilen der Restmakroblöcke zu erhalten, die mit jedem der ausgewählten Frames
verbunden sind;
wobei das Verfahren durch Identifizieren eines Satzes von Restmakroblöcken pro Frame gekennzeichnet ist,
die unvorhersehbaren Bildmerkmalen entsprechen, deren Transformationskoeffizienten ein Schwellenkriterium
erfüllen; und
Erzeugen eines digitalen Video-Fingerabdrucks für den codierten Videoinhalt in Abhängigkeit von den identifi-
zierten Makroblöcken oder einer Eigenschaft davon innerhalb jedes der ausgewählten Frames.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1,
wobei das Identifizieren eines Satzes von Restmakroblöcken pro Frame, deren Transformationskoeffizienten ein
Schwellenkriterium erfüllen, das Erzeugen eines Testwertes in Bezug auf jeden Makroblock einschließt, dessen
Testwert von der Größe der Transformationskoeffizienten des Makroblocks abhängt,
Vergleichen des Testwertes jedes Makroblocks mit einem Schwellenwert und Identifizieren einiger der Makroblöcke
als Transformationskoeffizienten aufweisend, die das Schwellenkriterium nicht erfüllen, und einiger der Makroblöcke
als Transformationskoeffizienten aufweisend, die das Schwellenkriterium nicht erfüllen in Abhängigkeit von dem
Vergleich der jeweiligen Testwerte der Makroblöcke mit dem Schwellenwert.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 2,
wobei das Identifizieren eines Satzes von Restmakroblöcken pro Frame, deren Transformationskoeffizienten ein
Schwellenkriterium erfüllen, ein mehrstufiger Prozess ist, der Vergleichen eines Testwertes eines Makroblocks mit
unterschiedlichen Schwellenwerten in unterschiedlichen Stufen beinhaltet.
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4. Verfahren gemäß einem beliebigen vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei der Schritt des Auswählens einer Gruppe von Frames des codierten Videoinhalts Folgendes umfasst:

Erzeugen von Fingerabdrücken von einer Vielzahl unterschiedlicher Gruppen von Frames des codierten Videos,
und dann
Ermitteln des Übereinstimmungsgrades zwischen jedem Fingerabdruck, abgeleitet von einem jeweiligen von
dieser Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen Gruppen von Frames, wobei ein jeweiliger Fingerabdruck von einer ent-
sprechenden Gruppe von Frames erzeugt wird, die von einer Codierung desselben Videoinhalts unter Verwen-
dung eines unterschiedlichen Codierungsverfahrens genommen wurden.

5. Verfahren des Identifizierens eines digital codierten und komprimierten Stücks eines unbekannten Videoinhalts,
das Verfahren Folgendes umfassend:

Erzeugen einer Datenbank (5) von Fingerabdrücken von einer Vielzahl bekannter Stücke von Videoinhalt unter
Verwendung eines Verfahrens gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4;
Erzeugen eines Fingerabdrucks von dem unbekannten Videoinhalt unter Verwendung eines Verfahrens gemäß
einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, und
Vergleichen des von dem unbekannten Videoinhalt erzeugten Fingerabdrucks mit jedem der Fingerabdrücke
in der Datenbank (5); und
Identifizieren des unbekannten Stücks von Videoinhalt als wahrscheinlich der bekannte Videoinhalt seiend,
dessen Fingerabdruck innerhalb der Datenbank (5) von Fingerabdrücken ein ähnliches Kriterium erfüllt, wenn
er mit dem von dem unbekannten Videoinhalt erzeugten Fingerabdruck verglichen wird.

6. Vorrichtung (10) zum Erzeugen eins digitalen Video-Fingerabdrucks von einem Stück digital codierten oder teilweise
decodierten Videoinhalts,
wobei der Videoinhalt gemäß einem Codierungsverfahren codiert worden ist, das die Erzeugung von Restmakro-
blöcken von Pixeln und die Erzeugung von quantisierten Transformationskoeffizienten der Restmakroblöcke oder
von Teilen der Restmakroblöcke beinhaltet, die Vorrichtung (10) Folgendes umfassend:
eine Prozessoreinheit (14) und eine Speichereinheit (20), die Speichereinheit (20) Folgendes einschließend:

Fingerabdrucksequenz-Auswahlmodul-Codemittel (24) zum Veranlassen der Vorrichtung (10), eine Gruppe
von Frames von dem codierten oder teilweise decodierten Videoinhalt auszuwählen; und
gekennzeichnet durch Fingerabdruck-Berechnungs-Codemittel (26) zum Veranlassen der Vorrichtung (10),
einen Satz von Makroblöcken pro Frame zu identifizieren, die unvorhersehbaren Bildmerkmalen entsprechen,
deren restliche Transformationskoeffizienten ein Schwellenkriterium erfüllen, und einen digitalen Video-Finger-
abdruck für den codierten oder teilweise decodierten Videoinhalt in Abhängigkeit von den identifizierten Ma-
kroblöcken oder einer Eigenschaft davon innerhalb jedes der ausgewählten Frames zu erzeugen.

7. Vorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 6,
ferner einen Videodecodierer zum Erzeugen eines teilweise decodierten Videoinhalts von digital codiertem Vide-
oinhalt einschließend, wobei der teilweise decodierte Videoinhalt restliche Transformationskoeffizienten einschließt.

8. Digital codiertes Video-Fingerabdrucksystem (1), Folgendes umfassend:
eine Fingerabdruck-Datenbank (5); und ein Videoverarbeitungs-Teilsystem (10), das Videoverarbeitungs-Teilsys-
tem (10) Folgendes einschließend:

ein Fingerabdrucksequenz-Auswahlmodul (24), das funktionsfähig ist, um ein oder mehrere Sätze von zu ver-
arbeitenden Frames auszuwählen, um einen Fingerabdruck zu erzeugen;
ein Fingerabdruck-Berechnungsmodul (26), das funktionsfähig ist, um einen Fingerabdruck auf der Basis eines
Satzes von Frames zu erzeugen, ausgewählt von dem Fingerabdrucksequenz-Auswahlmodul (24) unter Ver-
wendung eines Verfahrens gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1-4; und
ein Fingerabdruck-Komparatormodul (28), das funktionsfähig ist, um den erzeugten Fingerabdruck mit einem
aus der Fingerabdruck-Datenbank (5) extrahierten Fingerabdruck zu vergleichen und einen Ähnlichkeitswert
der verglichenen Fingerabdrücke auszugeben.

9. Prozessor-implementierbare Anweisungen zum Veranlassen einer einen Prozessor aufweisenden Vorrichtung, das
Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5 während der Ausführung der Anweisungen durch den Prozessor zu
implementieren.
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10. Trägereinrichtung, welche die prozessorimplementierbaren Anweisungen von Anspruch 9 trägt.

Revendications

1. Procédé de génération d’une empreinte de vidéo numérique à partir d’un élément de contenu vidéo codé numéri-
quement, le contenu vidéo ayant été codé conformément à un procédé de codage qui implique la génération de
macroblocs résiduels de pixels et la génération de coefficients de transformée quantifiés des macroblocs résiduels
ou de parties des macroblocs résiduels, le procédé comprenant, la sélection d’un groupe de trames du contenu
vidéo code ; le traitement du contenu vidéo codé numériquement pour obtenir un ensemble de coefficients de
transformée quantifiés de macroblocs résiduels ou de parties de macroblocs résiduels associés à chacune des
trames sélectionnées ; le procédé étant caractérisé par l’identification d’un ensemble de macroblocs résiduels par
trame, correspondant à des caractéristiques d’image imprévisibles, dont les coefficients de transformées satisfont
un critère de seuil ; et la génération d’une empreinte de vidéo numérique pour le contenu vidéo codé en fonction
des macroblocs identifiés ou d’une certaine propriété de ceux-ci dans chacune des trames sélectionnées.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel l’identification d’un ensemble de macroblocs résiduels par trame dont
les coefficients de transformée satisfont un critère de seuil comporte la génération d’une valeur de test relativement
à chaque macrobloc, laquelle valeur de test dépend de la grandeur des coefficients de transformée du macrobloc,
la comparaison de la valeur de test de chaque macrobloc à une valeur de seuil et l’identification que certains des
macroblocs ont des coefficients de transformée qui satisfont le critère de seuil et que certains des macroblocs ont
des coefficients de transformés qui ne satisfont pas le critère de seuil en fonction de la comparaison des valeurs
de test des macroblocs respectifs à la valeur de seuil.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2 dans lequel l’identification d’un ensemble de macroblocs résiduels par trame dont
les coefficients de transformée satisfont un critère de seuil est un processus à stades multiples qui implique la
comparaison d’une valeur de test d’un macrobloc à différentes valeurs de seuil à des stades différents.

4. Procédé selon n’importe quelle revendication précédente dans lequel l’étape de sélection d’un groupe de trames
du contenu vidéo codé comprend la génération d’empreintes à partir d’une pluralité de différents groupes de trames
de la vidéo codée puis l’évaluation du degré de correspondance trouvé entre chaque empreinte dérivée d’un groupe
respectif de cette pluralité de différents groupes de trames et une empreinte respective générée à partir d’un groupe
de trames correspondant tiré d’un codage du même contenu vidéo à l’aide d’un procédé de codage différent.

5. Procédé d’identification d’un élément de contenu vidéo inconnu codé numériquement et compressé, le procédé
comprenant : la génération d’une base de données (5) d’empreintes à partir d’une pluralité d’éléments connus de
contenu vidéo à l’aide d’un procédé selon l’une des revendications 1 à 4 ; la génération d’une empreinte à partir du
contenu vidéo inconnu à l’aide d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4 et la comparaison de
l’empreinte générée à partir du contenu vidéo inconnu à chacune des empreintes dans la base de données (5) ; et
l’identification qu’un élément de contenu vidéo inconnu est susceptible d’être le contenu vidéo connu dont l’empreinte
dans la base de données (5) d’empreintes satisfait un critère de similarité en comparaison à l’empreinte générée
à partir du contenu vidéo.

6. Appareil (10) de génération d’une empreinte de vidéo numérique à partir d’un élément de contenu vidéo codé
numériquement ou partiellement décodé, le contenu vidéo ayant été codé conformément à un procédé de codage
qui implique la génération de macroblocs résiduels de pixels et la génération de coefficients de transformée quantifiés
des macroblocs résiduels ou de parties des macroblocs résiduels, l’appareil (10) comprenant : une unité de pro-
cesseur (14) et une unité de mémoire (20), l’unité de mémoire (20) comportant : un moyen de code de module de
sélection de séquence d’empreintes (24) pour amener l’appareil (10) à sélectionner un groupe de trames à partir
du contenu vidéo codé ou partiellement décodé ; et caractérisé par un moyen de code de calcul d’empreinte (26)
pour amener l’appareil (10) à identifier un ensemble de macroblocs par trame, correspondant à des caractéristiques
d’image imprévisibles, dont des coefficients de transformée résiduels satisfont un critère de seuil, et générer une
empreinte de vidéo numérique pour le contenu vidéo codé ou partiellement décodé en fonction des macroblocs
identifiés ou d’une certaine propriété de ceux-ci dans chacune des trames sélectionnées.

7. Appareil (1) selon la revendication 6 comportant en outre un décodeur vidéo pour générer un contenu vidéo par-
tiellement décodé à partir d’un contenu vidéo codé numériquement, le contenu vidéo partiellement décodé com-
portant des coefficients de transformée résiduels.
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8. Système de réalisation d’empreintes de vidéo codée numériquement (1) comprenant : une base de données d’em-
preintes (5); et un sous-système de traitement vidéo (10), le sous-système de traitement vidéo (10) comportant :
un module de sélection de séquence d’empreintes (24) exploitable pour sélectionner un ou plusieurs ensemble de
trames à traiter afin de générer une empreinte ; un module de calcul d’empreinte (26) exploitable pour générer une
empreinte en fonction d’un ensemble de trames sélectionné par le module de sélection de séquence d’empreintes
(24) à l’aide d’un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4 ; et un module de comparaison d’em-
preintes (28) exploitable pour comparer l’empreinte générée à une empreinte extraite de la base de données d’em-
preintes (5) et délivrer un score de similarité des empreintes comparées.

9. Instructions exécutables par processeur pour amener un appareil comportant un processeur à mettre en œuvre le
procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 durant l’exécution des instructions par ledit processeur.

10. Moyen de support portant les instructions exécutables par processeur selon la revendication 9.
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